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MAGNETICALLY SUFPXZSSED ACCELERATOR TU3ES' 

F. A. Howe 
Atomic Weapons Research Establishment 

Aldermaston, Berkshire, England. 

Sumnary 

A method for effectively suppressing the 
electron loading in accelerator tubes is described, 
which utilises transverse magnetic fields. The 
electron trapping is achieved without affecting tube 
optics or pro&zing undesirable ion beam deflections 
at the'tube etit, even when the stack voltage 
gradient is disturbed. 

Introduction 

The electron loading phenomena present in 
conventional accelerator tubes, which becomes 
particularly troublesome as machine voltages 
increase, has been aiscussea in several papers'sj. 
Various methods or combination of methods are 
presently employed to surmount the roblem, notably 
two t 

$ 
es of incline6 field tubes23 f; 14, apertured 

tubes 26, and back biased tubes7. It is probably 
fair comment to suggest that some problems, however, 
still exist in this field. 

The magnetically suppressed tube described 
has been developed at AXRE over a period of years 
and uses transverse magnetic fielcls to deflect 
electrons onto the tube electrode structure. 

The mechanism of electron trapping can best 
be understood by reference to the figures. 
Figs l(a), l(b) show the methcd by which 
permanent mgnets, annular rings magnetisea N.S. 
across the diameter, are housed in disheed 
electrdes providing a simple and conventional 
tube structure. 

Ion beam deflection and balancing 

Fig Z(a)(b) shuws a typical accelerator tube 
with an axial positive ion beam injected at the 
left. 

In passiq through the first magnetic field A, 
the ions acquire a transverse velocity the value of 
which may be derived as follows. 

L = Length of field m -2 H = h'agnetic field intensity 3% m 
v = Beam velocity m.s-l 
e = Particle charge C. 
m = Particle IF&s Kg. 
R = Radius of curvature m. 

Consider an increment of field length dL(fig 3) 
during the traversal of which, the beam velocity 
may be coyidered constant 

IieV = %$ r&l. R = V/H z 

al GH e/ But Sin 0 = y = 7 m 

Transverse velocity VT = V Sin 0 
=vGiHe/ 

V m 

and VT = HL e/ m (1) 
where HL = Integrated Field. 

The integrated field is determined experimentally. 

It is to be notea this transverse displacement 
velocity is independent of beam energy, decreases 
with increased mass alaa is maximum for hydrogen 
ions. It is also evident that the velocity derived 
at A may be completely cancelled at the Second, trap 
B, if the HL value is identical to that of A, and 
the field reversed in direction. The beam leaving 
trap B will then be parallel to the tube axis but 
displacea from it by a small amount, The displace- 
ment may be deduced:- 

-1 
E = Accelerating field. V m 
V,= Volts per section 
VT= Transverse velocity HL 

e, 
m) m.s 

-1 

a = Acceleration m.s-2 
t = Transit time s. 
S = Baam displacement m. 
a = Electrode spacing m. 
N = Electrode number 

Assuming beam velocity at tube entry as zero 
Transit time of beam from tube entry to electrode 
N 

% + N2 
(e.g. betiveen magnet traps at N, N2) 

4 
!2 a i =A 

a 
I/N 3 ii 

\ > \, 2 - N1 > 
vo e Buta=Ez =I-ETm 

and S 
NI * N2 = 'T 'N + N 

1 2 

= H L ejrn /2d2 ?o e/ 3 y2hPr,t) 

‘N, + N2 = IiL a (+,” (k2’ _ Nl’) (2) 

where sN1 * N2 
is the beam displacement fram the 

axis at trap N2. 

It would appear that in order to obtain a 
balpce iq the beam displacements, thq factgr 
(N2g - Nj'Z) must equal the factor (NkF - N ') 
and so on, and thus the trap spacings wo ula 

necessarily increase. A complete tube however 
will contain several pairs of traps and it is 
therefore necessary only that the summation of 
displacements in one sense equal those in the 
apposite sense. In the case of fig 2 for example, 
the beam will leave on axis if:- 

The Magnet spacings must moreover take into 
account their primary purpose which is the 
trapping of electrons, those originating between 
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H and G for example being deflected into the 
electrode structure between G and F. For a tube 
operating at 5OOKV/ft, a magnet spacing of 8 
sections or about 300 KV between traps permits a 
maximum electron energy of around 600 keV. This 
design allows for an integrated field of 
HL = 1.4 x 10-3 wb In-l, and a marnet aperture of 
2" diam giving a reasonable gas conductance in an 
@'I CD accelerator tube . Beam displacements 
b&ween traps are maximum at the lower energies, 
that for protons at 3 IN per section or a total 
tube voltage of 200 KV being about 6 mm, reducing 
to I& mm at 3 MV. In the cage of negative ion 
injection, the electrons which enter with the 
beam are effectively trapped by this arrangement. 

Ion Beam Stability 

Disturbance of the tube voltage gradient due 
to beam loading, belt disturbance or other causes 
has no effect on the parallelism of the beam to 
the tube axis, but may cause very slight varia- 
tions in beam displacement. In a typical case, 
one nay assume an electrical short circuit of the 
tube section between two adjacent magnets. The 
beam displacement in such a case could be derive& 
Assume normal acceleration to Nl, then a 
constant velocity to trap-at K2 

I 
‘N, = ,, 2 N, 'Jo E 

> 
' 

t S 

Nl 
+ N 

=- = 
2 v 

d (N2 - N,) 
1 

(2. N, V, ;)' 

Beam displacement = VT tN, -, N2 

Compared to equation (2) we obtain ths ratio of 
disturbed condition beam dhplacement to Normal 
beam displacement. 

N 2 - N, 1 
I: N*-N" 0 1 

2 rr, 2 L I 

and for the case N 1 
= 25 N2 = 36 

the ratio is 1.1 - 1.3 

The increase in displacement is thus 1% 
only, or in the case quoted above, a fraction of 
am This is an indication of the degree of 
beam stability to be expected. 

Experimental Tube performance 

Eqerimental tubes have been used on the AI'RE 
5.5 b'V and 3 1.V accelerators and beam handling has 
been normal, On a recent trial of one month's 
duration on the 3 I1v machine, analysed proton beams 
of 160 pamps on a 3 mm tarEet were used at 2 XeV. 
In earlier voltage tests on the same machine, 
3.6 i,'v was obtained with little conditioning, but 
an addition of % SF6 to the normal 8% Nitrogen 
2% CC7 insulating gas was necessarv to eliminate 
tank sparkin-. Fo beam wobble has been observed, 
and radiation levels have been greatly reduced, 

A set of four traps following this design was 
fitted to the accelerator tu e presently instal33.l 
in the 10 MV Oxford k Injector to suppress elec- 
trons injected with the negative ion beam. A 
complete magnetically suppressed tube of OD 13" 
designed for both positive and negative operation 
is being constructed at AWRE for this machine and 
alsoa similar tube for the new 6 MV Harm11 
machine. 

(4 

for 

Conclusions 

The advantages inherent to the design are: 
complete freedom from beam wobble due to 
machine instabilities and is therefore 
suitable for single or tandem stage machines, 
ability to handle multi charged heavy ions 
without complications, 
ability to accelerate high current beams, 
good gas conduotance, 
simplicity of design, 
beam handling properties of the tube may be 
adequately assessed using low energy protons 
and without the application of the usual 
electricfiel&igradient, e.g. as a drift tube; 
prior to iajiallation in the accelerator. 

The trapping system may also prove useful in 
example negative ion injector systems where 

a quartet of traps inserted immediately prior to 
the accelerating tube entry would effectively 
prevent electron injection. 
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Fig. 1. Permanent Magnet Assembly. 
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Fig. 2. Typical Accelerator Tube. 
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Fig. 3. 
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